I address the choice of horn diameter for millimeter-wave array receivers with corrugated horns. For maximum point-source mapping speed, in both total power and polarization with typical receiver noise contributions and a close-packed horn array that fills the field of view, the optimum horn diameter is 1:6-1:7Fλ, where F is the focal ratio. A AE25% change in horn diameter gives <10% degradation in mapping speed. Correlated noise from the cold stop, atmosphere, and cosmic microwave background has little effect on the mapping speed and optimum horn diameter.
Introduction
Corrugated horns are an attractive option for coupling receivers to a telescope because they offer small polarization errors and good control of the beam shape [1] . These features are important for cosmic microwave background (CMB) instruments, especially polarimeters. Measurements of CMB polarization anisotropy provide an important window on the early universe [2, 3] . The gravitational wave background from inflation and gravitational lensing by large-scale structures should both leave unique signatures in the polarization anisotropy [4, 5] . These signals are at most a few ×100nK, so observations require high sensitivity and small systematic errors. CMB polarimeters, therefore, have large arrays of receivers coupled to telescopes that are optimized for low scattering [6] [7] [8] . Existing corrugated horn arrays are relatively sparse, so the horns are designed for maximum aperture efficiency. New receivers will have arrays that completely fill the field of view (FOV) of the telescope. In this case, sensitivity can be improved by making the horns smaller in order to fit more horns in the FOV.
To design an array receiver with corrugated horns, we need to know how the horn aperture diameter affects the sensitivity or mapping speed. This calculation is not trivial because the photon bunching noise [9] [10] [11] [12] is correlated between horns. Details of the mapping speed calculation are presented here. The material is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the mapping speed for single-pixel and array receivers in terms of general efficiency and noise parameters; Section 3 contains results for millimeterwave, total-power receivers and polarimeters with corrugated horns; and Section 4 is a summary.
Mapping Speed
In this section, I estimate the point-source mapping speed for single-pixel and array receivers. The pointsource mapping speed is an important measure because CMB observations usually require information at the resolution limit of the telescope in order to remove foregrounds.
Consider first a single receiver that responds to one spatial mode and one or two polarizations, e.g., a horn and detector behind a bandpass filter. The horn looks at a cold stop (a cold box completely surrounding the pupil), which defines the illumination on the telescope aperture. The telescope optics transform the field at the stop to a beam on the sky. The signal at the horn input due to a point source is
where η a is the aperture efficiency (e.g., the overlap of the horn and Airy pattern fields). The signal also depends on the transmission of the atmosphere and the optical efficiency of the telescope. I will assume these are the same for all receiver configurations, so they do not affect the choice of horn diameter. The noise equivalent power at the horn input is given by [13] 
where η s is the spillover efficiency, i.e., the fraction of the beam from the horn that passes through the stop. NEP cmb , NEP atm , and NEP stop are photon noise contributions from the CMB, atmosphere (and telescope) and the stop. These terms include the transmission efficiency for the instrument and the detector quantum efficiency. NEP det represents noise from the detector and readout. The photon noise for an unpolarized source is given by [11, 12, [14] [15] [16] 
where q is the number of polarizations detected, ϵ and T are the emissivity and temperature of the source, and k is Boltzmann's constant. In the Rayleigh-Jeans limit, Eq. (3) gives, as expected, NEP ¼ qϵkTB 1=2 , where B is the bandwidth. Table 1 shows NEP contributions for a typical millimeter-wave receiver. All the Bose noise contributions are significant, and they can be correlated between horns in an array.
The point-source mapping speed for a single horn is [13] 
If the noise is uncorrelated between horns, the mapping speed for an array is
where n is the number of horns in the array. The effect of correlations in the noise can be included by summing NEP 2 over the entire array and calculating an effective NEP 2 per horn. This gives
where NEP 2 array is the sum of NEP 2 1 over all the horns, accounting for correlations in the noise. NEP det is uncorrelated between detectors, so we can simply add the NEP 2 det contributions. For the photon noise, the Bose contribution is partly correlated between horns, but the Poisson contribution is always uncorrelated. To estimate the effect of noise correlations, I assume that the Bose noise is fully correlated over some patch in the focal plane and is completely uncorrelated outside that patch. Combining the various noise terms then gives
where subscripts P and B indicate Poisson and Bose contributions. For the Bose terms, γ is the number of horns in the patch of focal plane over which the Bose noise is fully correlated. Γ is the number of independent samples in the FOV. If the radius of the correlated patch is ρ and the radius of the telescope focal plane is R, then
where a o is the outside diameter of a horn, and
To check Eq. (8), consider first the case of horns that just fill the Airy disc and Bose noise that is correlated over the Airy disc, i.e., an array of essentially independent horns. There is one horn per Airy disc, so γ ≈ 1 and Γ ≈ n. The stop is fully, but not overly, illuminated; hence, η s ≈ 1. Equation (8) 
which is, as expected, the same as NEP (2)]. This result also applies for horns that are much larger than the Airy disc (γ ¼ 1, Γ ¼ n, and η s ¼ 1). Now consider the case of horns that are much smaller than the Airy disc, again with Bose noise correlated over the Airy disc. If there are m horns per Airy disc, γ ≈ m, and the number of uncorrelated patches in the FOV is Γ ≈ n=m. Each horn has 1=m times the area of a horn that just fully illuminates the stop, so η s ≈ 1=m. Since m is large, 1 − η s ≈ 1.
The Poisson noise from the CMB and atmosphere is m times smaller than for a single horn with η s ¼ 1. This is because the power falling on each of the m horns in the Airy disc is m times smaller than the total power in the disc. The Poisson noise from the stop is not reduced by a factor of m because the horns are small, so they all see the full noise contribution from the stop. The Bose noise from the CMB and atmosphere is correlated between horns in the Airy disc. The noise is, therefore, the same as for a single horn the size of the Airy disc. The stop Bose noise has an additional factor m, again because each horn sees the full noise from the stop.
For a distant source with angular diameter θ, the Bose noise has a coherence factor >1=2 over a region of width ∼λ=θ [10] . A patch of CMB that just fills the telescope beam gives a highly correlated region the size of the telescope. This region corresponds to an Airy disc in the focal plane. Bose noise from the CMB is therefore highly correlated over the Airy disc. A detailed calculation of the coherence factor for the stop noise depends on the geometry of the stop, but I can make a simple estimate that is useful for any stop configuration. Viewed from a horn, the stop subtends an angle ∼1=F, where F is the focal ratio. Bose noise from the stop is, therefore, highly correlated over a region of width ∼Fλ, i.e., about half the diameter of the Airy disc. The atmosphere is extended along the line of sight, and it is in the near field for a millimeterwave telescope larger than a few meters. The smeared atmosphere looks like a thermal source at the stop. Thus, the correlation properties of the Bose noise from the atmosphere are similar to those of the Bose noise from the stop. This picture is consistent with the performance of existing CMB instruments. These instruments have horns that are roughly the size of the Airy disc. They see the Bose noise as a degradation in the sensitivity of each receiver, but there is no evidence for a substantial degradation in array mapping speed [17] . Thus, the Bose noise cannot be highly correlated on scales much larger than the Airy disc. For the mapping speed estimates that follow, I will assume that the Bose noise from the CMB is fully correlated over the Airy disc and the Bose noise from the stop and atmosphere are fully correlated over a region half the diameter of the Airy disc, i.e., ρ cmb ¼ 2ρ atm ¼ 2ρ stop ¼ 1:22Fλ.
A typical millimeter-wave bolometer camera has detectors that are sensitive to both polarizations.
In this case, the mapping speed is given by Eq. (7) with q ¼ 2. A polarimeter has a separate detector for each polarization, and we take the difference between the two detector outputs. From Eqs. (3) 
The mapping speed is given by Eq. (7) with NEP 2 pol array ðq ¼ 1Þ for the noise. If differencing does not reject the Bose noise terms, the mapping speed for a polarimeter array is half that for a camera with q ¼ 1.
Corrugated Horns
In this section, I estimate the point-source mapping speed for an array of diffraction-limited corrugated horns. "Diffraction-limited" implies uniform phase across the horn aperture. This gives good coupling to a telescope focus, which also has a uniform phase across the Airy pattern. The aperture efficiency is
where
is the field at the horn aperture [18] ,
is the field in the Airy pattern [19] , a h is the horn aperture radius, r is a radial vector in the field pattern, and r ¼ jrj. The optimum horn diameter is roughly equal to the diameter of the Airy disc. A smaller horn misses more of the power in the Airy pattern, so the aperture efficiency is lower. A larger horn underilluminates the stop, so the telescope beam gets larger and the aperture efficiency decreases. The spillover efficiency is
where E s is the field at the stop. To estimate E s , I note that a corrugated horn has most of the power
where w ¼ 0:6435a h is the beam waist diameter [18] , and c is a constant that gives the correct beam width at the stop. Choosing c means making η s ¼ η a for small a h . This leads to c ¼ 0:67. Figure 1 shows η a and η s for a corrugated horn. A single receiver achieves peak mapping speed when the horn aperture efficiency is maximum. This corresponds to a corrugated horn aperture diameter of 2:4Fλ, so the horn just fills the Airy disc. For a smooth-wall conical horn, the optimum aperture diameter is a little smaller at 2Fλ [13] .
To calculate the mapping speed versus horn diameter for various receiver configurations, I substitute η a from Eq. (12) and η s from Eq. (15) into Eq. (7). The results are shown in Fig. 2 for λ ¼ 2 mm corrugated horn arrays that fill the FOV at F ¼ 4=3. For these calculations, I used a FOV corresponding to 100Fλ in the focal plane. The results do not depend on the FOV as long as it is large compared with the horn aperture diameter. The noise contributions for Fig. 2 are given in Table 1 . The atmospheric transmission is for a good observing site, and the cold stop noise is appropriate for a receiver with a closed-cycle refrigerator system. Correlated Bose noise has a negligible effect on the mapping speed for this typical millimeter-wave receiver. The signal and correlated noise calculations account for the blockage due to the horn walls. For Fig. 2, I used a wall thickness of 3λ=8. The corrugations in the horn wall are λ=4 deep, so the minimum metal thickness is λ=8. At λ ¼ 2 mm, this is 0:25 mm, which is reasonable for a small horn.
In Fig. 2 , the camera mapping speed peaks at a horn aperture diameter of 1:6Fλ. The mapping speed is degraded by <10% for 1:3-2:0Fλ horns, i.e., a roughly AE25% change in horn diameter. Figure 3 shows the mapping speed for receivers with no detector noise and no stop noise. In this case, the correlated noise from the atmosphere and CMB is a larger fraction of the total and it slightly degrades the mapping speed for small horns. The optimum horn diameter for a camera is 1:3Fλ, which is smaller than in Fig. 2 because there is no detector and stop noise penalty for smaller horns. Table 2 gives the optimum horn diameter for a range of horn wall thickness and beam focal ratio for a typical millimeter-wave receiver. Changes in wall thickness have only a small effect. The effect is bigger in faster systems because the horn wall is a larger fraction of the horn area. A smaller focal ratio gives a slightly larger optimum horn diameter, again because the wall is a larger fraction of the total area. For a reasonable wall thickness, e.g., 3λ=8 to λ=2 (cf. λ=4 corrugation depth), the optimum horn diameter ranges from 1:6Fλ for a camera to 1:7Fλ for a polarimeter. If map points are combined to increase Fig. 1 . Aperture efficiency η a (solid curve) and spillover efficiency η s (dashed curve) for a corrugated horn. Fig. 2 . Mapping speed for a camera with uncorrelated Bose noise (solid curve) from Eq. (7) with q ¼ 2, γ ¼ 1, and Γ ¼ n. Mapping speed for a camera with Bose noise from the CMB correlated over an Airy disc and Bose noise from the stop and atmosphere correlated over a region half the diameter of the Airy disc (dashed-dotted curve, visible only at the bottom left) from Eq. (7) with q ¼ 1 and ρ cmb ¼ 2ρ atm ¼ 2ρ stop ¼ 1:22Fλ. Also, mapping speed for a polarimeter array (dashed curve) from Eq. (7) with noise from Eq. (11) . All the receiver arrays have corrugated horns filling the FOV of the telescope. Receiver and atmosphere parameters are given in Table 1. The horn wall thickness is 3λ=8 and F ¼ 4=3: Mapping speeds are relative to the peak for the camera with uncorrelated Bose noise. The signal for the polarimeter is half that for the camera. the signal-to-noise ratio on the point source, the optimum horn diameter will be a little smaller. The optimum diameter for smooth-wall conical horns is smaller than for corrugated horns because smoothwall horns have a wider field pattern and do not require a thick wall for corrugations.
Conclusions
For an array of large horns, the point-source mapping speed drops rapidly with increasing horn diameter because the telescope beam gets bigger and the number of detectors in the FOV gets smaller. Small horns suffer a sensitivity penalty because more of the beam falls on the cold stop and each detector and its associated readout contributes noise. At millimeter wavelengths, correlated noise slightly degrades the mapping speed for small horns if the detector noise and stop noise are both small. At submillimeter wavelengths, Poisson noise dominates for both the stop and CMB. The effect of correlated noise is negligible at these shorter wavelengths.
For an array of corrugated horns, and typical millimeter-wave receiver parameters, the optimum horn diameter is 1:6-1:7Fλ. For ideal receivers, with no detector noise and no stop noise, the optimum horn diameter is roughly 1:3Fλ. The mapping speed is degraded by <10% for a AE25% change in horn diameter about the optimum. b Equation (7) with q ¼ 2 and ρ cmb ¼ 2ρ atm ¼ 2ρ stop ¼ 1:22Fλ.
c Equation (7) with noise from Eq. (11), i.e., no Bose noise contributions.
